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Globalization and the world trade agreement affected the equations in the world trade; and disrupted 

the existing trade balances severally on the behalf of some Asian countries; mainly China, and against 

to the western countries; specifically US. Traditionally, in such economical conditions financial 

weapons; lower interest rates and lower currency values are widely used in east Asia since 1960’s, and 

proven its success.  

Because of its success in east Asia, western countries also have implemented lower interest rate and 

lower currency value policy; especially US, to balance their trade deficit. However US dollars is a 

reserve currency used all over the world widely by the governments, national and international 

companies, and even ordinary all citizens; any decline in its confidence would affect (and did affected) 

all the international markets, unlike other currencies. Today there is a lack of confidence to the reserve 

currency and the minus real interest rate policies and lower currency value policies critically distracts 

the existing level of confidence.  

During the crises central banks pumped liquidation to the markets which could be considered 

painkilling solution, however permanent solutions like unilateral agreements on international 

monetary and financial markets that would regulate the irregularities in the international markets are 

ignored by the international community. Majority of the regulations is being implemented by certain 

governments but mostly they are in domestic levels and need to be harmonized and adapted within the 

international level.   

This study suggests the factors caused to global crises are not completely or partially eliminated. 

Precautions taken by the governments are mainly concentrates on adapting to the crises environment, 

rather than providing permanent radical solutions. Some of the solutions like pumping too much 

liquidation to the markets could be serious problem by themselves and using all the financial 

ammunition in the first battle would endanger the results of the war (crisis), if there is a second wave 

of crises.  
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 Özet  

Yapılan çalışmada global krizin ortaya çıkmasına neden olan (bütçe açıkları, bankacılık 

sistemlerindeki aksaklıklar, temel ekonomik varsayımların piyasalarca göz ardı edilmesi, 

sağlıklı finansal bilgi akışındaki yetersizlikler vb.) sebeplerde, kriz sonrası iyileşme olup 

olmadığı analiz edilmiştir. Krizin sebep olan faktörlerde ciddi bir gelişme olmadığı ortaya 

koyulmaya çalışılmıştır. Örneğin, krize neden olduğu varsayılan ABD bütçe açığı, başta ABD 

ve IMF olmak üzere çeşitli ülke ve kuruluşlarca krizin çözüm politikası olarak ortaya 

atılmakta ve uygulanmaktadır. Çalışma başta bütçe politikaları olmak üzere çeşitli para ve 

finansman politikalarını analiz etmektedir.  

Bunlara ek olarak, dünyada rezerv para birimi olan ABD dolarının rezerv olma niteliği 

ortadan kalmıştır veya kalmak üzeredir ve ABD dolarının rezerv paranın yerini alabilecek 

ciddi ve güçlü bir para birimi yoktur. Rezerv para biriminin bu nitelikleri kaybetmesi ve 

ikame imkanın zor olması başlı başına dünya ticaretini ve global ekonomileri risk altına 

alabilecek bir unsurdur.  

Sıralanan faktörlerin ticari ve finansal boyutları kendi menfaatleri açısından ABD ve Çini 

karşı karşıya getirebilecek niteliktedir ve bu çerçevede ticaret savaşlarının ortaya çıkması 

sadece zamana bağlı bir olay halini almıştır.  

Çalışmamız temelde, global krize neden olan faktörlerin tamamen yada kısmen bertaraf 

edilmediğini hatta bazı faktörlerin risklerinin daha da arttığını ortaya koymaktadır. Var olan 

kriz global bir krizdir, ancak çözüm çabaları genellikle ülkeler bazında ve farklı tabanlara 

dayalı olarak elde edilmeye çalışmaktadır. Yazıda detayları verilen bu risk faktörlerinden 

dolayı dünyada ekonomik iyileşmenin U tipi uzun süreli bir iyileşme olabileceği veya W tipi 

ikinci bir krizin ciddi bir risk olduğunu ortaya koymaktadır.  
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 1. Introduction  

Within today’s global business environment, the concept of risk is hugely widened from 

simple marketing issues to very complex financial matters. Very complex global business 

environment makes it necessarily to make more accurate predictions, without accurate 

predictions healthy businesses management or governance is almost impossible. But all the 

predictions consists of a margin of error. The term, risk; can simply be defined as “possibility 

of unpleasant results that might occur because of unexpected futuristic events”. Here the fact 

is that no one can predict any event with a hundred percent certainty i.e. every futuristic 

decision or happening consists certain amount of uncertainty and risk. Hence we could say 

that there is certainly a risk of second wave of global crises (even the third and the fourth 

wave).  

However, the crucial aspects are with the risks: if the degree of risk is big enough to take into 

consideration to take precautions or not? and if the level of the damages are big enough take 

precautions? Obviously, if the chance of materialization is too low (let’s say a million to one) 

we can ignore the risk. Similarly, if the degree of possible damage is low and the cost of 

taking precaution is too high, it might not be logical to take precaution.  

First wave of the global crises has already damaged the world economy harshly and the 

possible second wave would be more harmful. Because majority of the governments have 

already used their financial weapons and ammunitions in the first battle; like low interest rate, 

pumping excess liquidation to the market and providing budget deficits to stimulate the 

markets. In the event of second wave of crises markets would not be sensitive to such 

measures or they might gain immunity to such measures which would make the markets more 

depressive. Indeed there is no or very limited space for such measures at present. For 

example, interest rates are already around or below 1 percent.   

On the other hand, there are serious disputes amongst the academicians and policy makers  

about “if the global crises would strike the world economy again? or not?” or “are there 

serious treats for the second strike?” which are also the main queries will be elucidated in this 

study. This study is trying to examine the risk factors which are thought to be sources of 

global crises, if they are eliminated? Or otherwise, are they still existing as potential threats 

for the second strike?  
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 2. Literature review  

In 1996, chairman of federal reserve Alan Greenspan warned against “irrational exuberance” 

in stock markets. Indeed it was not the only irrational exuberance (or overvaluation) taking 

place in stock market, there was other markets, like; money markets, housing markets, 

commodity markets etc. were irrationally exuberance. 

On September 2007 Nouriel Roubini the man called Mr. Doom is warned the warned the 

International monetary fund economists that the crises was brewing, and United States would 

face with housing bust , declining consumer confidence and consequently a deep recession 

(Mihm, 2008). After his studies about the crises in Mexico in 1994 in Asia including Thailand 

Indonesia and Korea in 1997, and in Brazil and Russia in 1998, he indicated that their 

common weaknesses was their higher deficits which are mostly financed by excessive 

borrowings that are used reckless expenditures. So their economies became more vulnerable 

for the crises. In addition to this, poorly regulated banking system and weak corporate 

governance were their weaknesses. Roubini mainly concentrated on currency deficits, lack of 

regulations in banking systems and price bobbles, while explaining or predicting crises.  

Some of the academicians criticized him as too pessimistic and as lucky to have one lucky 

prediction. However more serious critics indicates his predications does not rely on data and 

mathematical models. However his prediction about the global crises came into reality. This is 

may be because of the lack of healthy information in the markets. Sometimes it would be 

better not to use information if the information is unhealthy for the analyse.  

Just before the global crises in an conference Yılmaz and others (2008) claimed that 

information related deficiencies in the global markets would cause a global crises. They also 

listed some other reasons for potential global crises and try to exhibit the similarities in 

between potential crisis (today it is existing crisis) and accounting scandals (see table 1).  
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Table 1. Similarities Between the Accounting Scandals and Expected Global Crisis  

 Accounting scandals  Expected global crisis 

Information related 

deficiencies  

Lack of credible accounting and 

financial information of related firms.  

Lack of monetary information provided by the 

central banks: uncertainties on emission, 

provisions etc.  

Abnormal assurances 

from authorities 

Abnormal assurances to enforce public 

confidence about their firms (ex: ken 

lays speech before the collapse). 

Several speeches by presidents, prime ministers 

and central bank authorities etc. 

Negligence of basic 

rules 

Asset pricing, fundamental analyses etc. Bretton-Woods model, Purchasing power parity, 

fisher effect, international fisher effect etc.   

Value traps; bobbles  High share prices High currency values 

Source: Yılmaz and others; p:153. 

In this study they tried analyze the general attitudes and positions of some professions (such 

as: chief officers, accountants, auditors, brokers and analysts etc.) in terms of health of 

information provided to the markets. in comparison to Roubini’s reasons they suggested 

information related deficiencies, negligence of the basic rules and the bobbles in international 

markets were the main reasons for the expected global crisis. Abnormal assurances of the 

authorities are considered as an indicator or warning for the crises. Before the crises they 

suggested that because of globalization, WTO agreement and inappropriate financial reporting 

systems (and fraudulent activities in accounting practices) seriously destructed the perfect 

market conditions which was resulting with misevaluations (mostly overvalued prices) 

additionally they suggest structural deficiencies and the attitudes of several professions to 

support overvalued markets are also increased the risks in the global financial markets. 

Reinhart and Rogoff (2008) indicated that there is a association in between the recessions and 

overvalued prices. Claessens’ (2008) study also indicated that there is a correlation in between 

the recessions and the credit crunches which resulted with busts in the equity markets. Besides 

Mishkin (1991) addressed the role of asymmetric information in financial crises well before 

the crises. In parallel to Mishkin, Yılmaz (2009) suggested the disinformation activities (as 

one of the reason for global crises) became a fashion or core competency in today’s financial 

markets and listed five types of disinformation activities in financial marketplace.  

In the literature there are several other possible reasons for the crises, for example 

Eichengreen and Rose (2001) claimed that the main sources of banking crises were; low GDP 

growth rates, inappropriate interest rates in particular country and interest rate increases in 

international financial markets etc. However in some cases large traders operating currency 

markets are blamed to create panics or to make manipulations in the market place like Soros. 

Patricia J. Arnold (2009) studied the reasons why the accounting bodies and researchers have 

been unable to predict the crises and gave two reasons for the failure; first, gap between the 

academic accountants and the accountants in practice and secondly; failure to understand and 
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adapt the economical and political environment in which the accountants operate. In the 

theory it is believed that markets and their actors acts rationally.  

Several studies indicates that there are usually two main reasons for the crises, related to each 

other, which are mostly called twin crises. This studies indirectly indicates that one reason or 

problem triggers or reinforces the other one and the problems or the crises becomes 

intolerable and it’s bad results comes into realize. Shın (2005) suggested that attacks on 

currencies and the crises in the banking system resulted with the Asian financial crises. Allen 

and Gale (2000) indicated that bubbles in asset prices affected the banking system and resulted 

with the crises. Buch and Heinrich claimed that banks plays an intermediary role in twin 

crises. Kamınsky and Reınhart (1999) argued the causes of banking and balance of payments 

problems in twin crises. Dreher, Herz and Karb (2006) examined the linkage between the 

currency and debt crises. These and other studies clearly indicate that there are usually 

multiple reasons for the crises rather two. So, we might suggest to call them “collective 

crises” rather than twin crises. Because there are numbered risks exists in the marketplace, 

when one becomes real, it triggers the others as well. The result is crisis.  

 3. Assessment of Potential failures and risks creating factors: are they 

eliminated?  

As could be viewed in the literature, there are multiple possible reasons for the global crisis, 

mainly defaults in banking systems, budget deficits, imperfect market conditions, deficiencies 

in accounting systems, disinformation activities in international financial markets etc., to 

make an appropriate assessment for the second wave of the crises academicians and the policy 

makers has to re-assess these factors; whether these factors have been eliminated or not?  

 3.1. Deficiencies in US banking system and high budget deficit?  

Whether like it or not, the US is the leading actor in international trade and in international 

financial system, and the US currency (dollar) was (and is) the main reserve currency in the 

globe. In consequence, any serious developments in the value of US dollar could seriously 

affect the trade in the world and the global financial system.  

Accounting scandals and the misinformation or disinformation activities just before the global 

crisis clearly indicated that US banking system had deficiencies in evaluating risk and US 

accounting system is failed to warn the markets about such risks. After the accounting 

scandals US government has taken serious and tough measures, specifically act of SOX, but it 
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is also failed to activate the accounting system for warning crisis. Nowadays, series of new 

legislations are put into practice and the new legislations are on the way.  

There are several critiques about them, for example market players indicates that these 

legislations would restrict the creativity of financial actors where creativity could be 

considered as a core competence in NYSE. On the other hand, some others would suggest 

these legislations still does not ensure the healthy information flow which is essential for 

market efficiency. When the markets efficiency goes down, the probability of crisis might 

increase.  

In this context, there was no any new regulation that would provide the independence of 

auditing mechanism. Internal and independent auditors are still dependent on their clients’ 

fees. There is no any auditing guarantee system that would secure the health of the 

information. It is believed that existing regulative restrictions in banking system should have 

adapted with the regulation with the auditing system in the US. However, the actual result 

would be interpreted within time. Besides, global crisis took place all over the world and the 

precaution should have taken globally. Except US, the other governments were reluctant to 

take further internationally harmonized actions for the banking and accounting systems.   

In the literature, several studies indicates that one of the major source of crises is the budget 

deficit. Before the global crises US budget deficit reached to record levels and the crises come 

into existence in the US. However, general thoughts about the solution by the policy makers is 

that pumping up more liquidation to the markets and increase the deficit. This is a 

contradiction; if the deficits are the reason for crises, the main therapy cannot be “creating 

more and more deficit”. We believe that pumping liquidation to the markets would be 

temporary solution to ease the pain like using a painkiller that does not cure the main illness.  

Majority of the central banks are followed the US central bank policies and pumped huge 

amounts of liquidation to the market. These liquidation mostly directed to unproductive areas 

like infrastructure investments. Such investments generally do not generate return (at least in 

the short term). Even if there is a return or benefit, it could be generated in a long time period. 

Moreover, a study prepared by the IMF member (seen in the press) claimed that governments 

has to increase their deficits by making more expenditures to eliminate the effects of crises. 

The US budget for the 2010 passed from the senate house with the record deficit. So, it can be 

suggested that the budget deficit problem in the US, still remains as a serious risk for the 
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second wave itself. Another side effect of the budget deficit is the unpreventable high 

inflation which is mostly ignored by the policy makers.  

The liquidation injected by the centrals banks are absorbed by the investors who used to be 

more active in the past but who became passive (less active) for the moment. 

But, after the crises, they prefer to stay away from investing in risky real sector since lower 

earning margins in comparison to high risks they might take. That is why, resources used for 

active investments have moved and moving through the passive investments like gold, 

commodities and real state since the lack of positive investment climate. If this attitude 

strengthens in the investment community risk of high inflation would be unavoidable.  

Furthermore, lack of active investments causing unemployment in the world and the 

purchasing power of the population is going down. Additionally, confidence to the economies 

are still low which makes the customers to stay away from purchases. These are the signs of 

stagnation, and may be stagflation which can be considered as combination of stagnation and 

inflation.   

 3.2. lack of positive investment climate 

Theoretically, In the free market conditions, there are three main parties actively play crucial 

roles in investment activities; investors (fund providers), the entrepreneurs (fund users) and 

banks (bankers) in between them as intermediaries. Theoretically, only with the optimum 

level is interest rate could provide a balance in between the investors and entrepreneurs at 

which point there would be optimum level of investment. Optimum level of interest rate 

should not be too high; willingness of the entrepreneurs would be too low. On the contrary, it 

should not be too low; willingness of the invertors would be too low (see figure 1).  

Figure 1 ideal levels       figure 2 today’s rates   
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However, today’s interest rates (mainly shaped by the central banks) changes round about 1% 

which is way below than the optimum levels. This is obviously stimulates the entrepreneurs’ 

risk appetite, they can recklessly take risks (a possible reason for the global crisis). On the 

contrarily, this levels of interest rate critically limits the willingness of the investors.  

In the theory expected returns is the function of risk free rate of return and the risk premiums 

related to investment. Risk free rate of return theoretically should be little bit above the 

inflation rate. Besides, there should be positive relation in between risk and return.  

Nowadays, basic rates, used in determining the expected returns, mainly determined by 

central banks are too low, mostly varies in between zero percent to one percent which is also 

directly or indirectly affects the market rates, like LİBOR. Basic rates are also used as an 

indicator for the other markets and reducing the expected returns in the markets which is 

seriously reducing the confidence to the markets and reducing the willingness of the investors 

to invest. Besides, zero percent interest rate policies clearly defects the balance in between the 

risks and returns. This climate is created by the main central banks’ policies purposely to ease 

the bad affect of the crises. Here the risk is that if these policies’ side effects would be more 

than expected? 

Other aspect with investment climate is that, overly exited investment appetite in the globe 

and the technological developments increased the production capacities in several sectors. 

While there was a huge increase in production capacity demand in certain sectors critically 

shrank, for instance; in automobile, mobile phone and computer sectors etc. In such sectors it 

is very difficult to create extra demand. New demand would be created by issuing new 

products and services. But the private investors would be hesitant to invest in research and 

development activities in such risky climate that might very limited return.  

That is why one might suggest global crises would be an opportunity to invest in research and 

development activities for the governments instead of investing in unproductive sector. 

Because possible new products and services would generate cash, value adds and employment 

opportunities for the economy where existing policies would not do so.  

Moreover, in spite of today’s general policies supporting and saving existing companies, 

supporting new entrepreneurial activities would be another suggestion. Obviously, this is an 

extreme  suggestion in the crises environment, but may be this crises is an opportunity for 

renewing unproductive and inefficient companies.   
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 3.3. Negligence of the basic rules  

In addition to negligence in basic rules related to interest rates and investment condition, 

mentioned above, just before the crises Yılmaz (2008) indicated that there were some other 

economical rules ignored by the currency market players, such as Purchasing Power Parity, 

Fisher Effect, International Fisher effect etc.. The most striking sample would be the US 

dollars again US dollars has not been lose value as much as it has to and time to time gained 

value, in spite of low interest rate policy, harsh crises in the US, pumping too much 

liquidation to the markets, record foreign deficit and budget deficit. Even after Obama 

administration’s declaration of record budget deficit, markets positively reacted to the news 

and US dollar gained value. This can be interpreted as “markets gave a strong credit to US 

administration or to the US economy by neglecting basic rules”. In a way this behavior can be 

considered good indicator; optimistic expectations would strengthen the spirit in the markets. 

On the other hand, every organism or creature has its own nature and basic instincts. In the 

market place these instincts are named basic rules. Mankind could be able to influence and 

change these instincts up to a degree, for instance wild dogs could be trained and 

domesticated. But in some cases under estimating or neglecting of dogs’ instincts could result 

with disasters. Today, highly strong and influential central banks are trying to train and 

domesticate the markets by ignoring basic rules. Obviously, they can achieve this target but it 

is also clear that there is a risk of failure of their policies as well.  

Bretton-woods model which is designed to stabilize the monetary system is enforced by 

several nations for years even thought there was some interruptions. Within the time, other 

countries (except the US) back down from the agreement. US government unofficially 

continue implement the monetary policies drown in Bretton and Woods until the last decade. 

Therefore US dollars became a prime or reserve currency in the world for years and years. 

But burden of war in Iraq and Afghanistan, and trade deficit against to China put the US 

budget into trouble and they want to or they had to walk away from the principles. Today, no 

any government officially or unofficially implementing the model. But one suggests that there 

is strong need for unanimous agreement on economical principles, in between the nations to 

stabilize the markets and to provide confidence to the markets. Lack of such common 

agreement about the stability of currency can be considered as a threat in the currency markets 

that might be a reason for the second wave of crisis. .  
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 3.4. Need of strong and reliable reserve currency in the globe  

Majority of the economical decisions are related to money and its valuation. Any 

miscalculation would result with losses, bankruptcies or even with crises. For accurate 

economic decisions there is a need for reliable calculation unit; a reliable currency. For 

decades, US dollar considered as a reliable or namely reserve currency in the world, since 

they used to have enough provisions assets, balanced balance sheets, innovative and 

productive economy etc.. According to sayings two thirds of the US dollar is traded outside of 

the US and more than half the world trade is executed in terms of US Dollars. So, we can 

assume the role US dollar in the international trade as the mainmast of the ship that gives 

direction to the ship and provides energy for its movement.  

Nevertheless, today’s US dollar is losing value sneakingly, mainmast of the ship is decaying, 

because of wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, trade deficit against to China, structural problems in 

the economy. Crew members (other governments) of the ship is trying to enforce the 

mainmast to keep the ships direction in the line and to keep the ship in balance by keeping 

dollars in their reserves at the expense of making loses. Because if the mainmast (dollar) 

collapses, the ship (the world trade) might be destroyed or even sunk. For this reason, China, 

Japan, Arabic countries and European countries etc., are (willingly or unwillingly) keeping 

huge amounts of US dollars as reserve by knowing that they will almost certainly make lose 

out of them. Here the main question or risk is “ how long they could tolerate this situation?”. 

If their patience runs out, there could be panic that could trigger the potential risks as well. 

Here another question arises, is there any substitute reserve currency against to US ? the 

answer would be simply no. Because, potential substitute reserve currencies and their 

economies are having additional difficulties. For instance; Euro has having serious problems 

by itself, crises in Greece and potential problems in Portugal, Spain, Italy, and France 

weakens the possibility. Besides, structural problems within the union; lack of swift decision 

making mechanism, lack of harmony in between the countries, lack of enough provisions 

seriously weakens the euro’s chance. British pound has having serious problems similar to US 

dollars. Japanese economy is in the recession for several years. Canadian and Australian 

dollars might seems to look like possible candidates, but these countries’ political and 

economical roles in the world are restricted and their potential provisions too small for the 

global trade.  
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There is only one currency remains as a potential reserve currency i.e. Chinese Huan with 

strong reserves, huge capacity for production and a huge market. However, there are serious 

doubts about Chinese currency as well; firstly, is the changing economical system in the 

country would be adapted to the world’s capitalist system in the long term?. Secondly, is the 

Chinese policy makers enough experience and knowledge to manage an reserve currency. The 

main core competency of China is the lower labor costs; is this sustainable in the long term? 

or the other question; how long the other countries will tolerate China’s competitive 

advantage; lower labor costs. Because of this advantage china having huge budget surpluses 

and employment opportunities, while the other nations (mostly the USA) were suffering from 

the budget deficits and unemployment. This would create or have already created a conflict of 

interest in between the China and USA which could create a trade war against to China that 

might include direct or indirect trade restrictions. Such possible restrictions would reduce the 

chance of Huan for the reserve currency. Consequently, it might be suggested that there is no 

concrete reliable and strong currency in replace to US dollars .  

 3.5. Lack Healthy financial information  

Perfect market theory indicates that credible information should be provided to all market 

player timely and market player should have enough technical capabilities to analyze them so 

that market players could be able to make accurate analyses for pricing. Possible failures in 

decision making, especially in pricing, would result with loses, bankruptcies or even crises. 

Besides, providing hundred percent healthy information is almost impossible, because the 

process of information generation is too long and complicated. The nature free market 

economy can tolerate or absorb single and minor failures but cannot tolerate major failures 

and mostly results with crisis.  

There are several fundamental problems in relation to health of information: fraudulent 

activities, uncertainty, over reliance on past experiences, actions by irrational analysis. Even 

all the information provided accurate and suitable for usage, and all the market actors acts 

properly, there are still possibility of market failures (Minsky, 1992). Grossman and Stinglitz 

(1980) suggests it is impossible to provide fully efficient market in terms of health of 

information. In his study Arthur (2000) indicated that market players do not act rationally.   

Several incidents mainly accounting scandals in the US, global crises in the world and crises 

in Greece clearly indicated that there are serious defaults in the health of information provided 

to financial markets. In some cases these are generated intentionally (accounting scandals), in 
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some other cases the problem was mostly related with the systems. Auditing mechanisms 

which were designed to prevent and to provide early warning systems for such failures, are 

failed to warn and prevent the related parties from the crises. Even act of SOX in the US, 

supposedly regulated and make the auditing system more efficient, could not make the 

auditors and analysts to warn and prevent the markets from the crises. There are many reasons 

could be listed why they failed, briefly; they are still depended to their clients (fee), not to the 

information users, loopholes in the regulations in financial reporting standards, lack of 

securitization mechanism in auditing and financial advisory system etc.. Such structural 

problems haven’t already been solved yet, so in the future such organizations would again fail 

to warn and protect the potential problems.   

 3.6. Unemployment  

After globalization and WTO agreement majority of the employment opportunities are moved 

towards to East Asian countries, mainly to China, because of their cheap labor force. This 

movement enlarged the unemployment problem in western countries especially in USA. 

Besides, it is limited the workers bargaining power in such countries. Therefore, traditionally 

exporting countries’ workers’ wages gone down, consequently their purchasing power is 

critically reduced which is also critically reduced the purchasing powers of them and 

confidence to the markets. Governments invested and investing huge amounts of money to 

several projects (mainly infrastructure) to reduce unemployment. Obviously, such temporary 

projects might ease the affects of crises but it though that unproductive short terms solutions 

may not give the expected results, indeed they might deepen the crises, with extra burden to 

the budgets. Besides, it is very difficult or impossible to provide a reverse labor movement in 

labor markets, let say from china to the USA, at least within the short time period. 

Unemployment in the globe can cause serious social and economical problems.  

 4. Potential Trade wars  

After the abolishment of trade barriers with the WTO agreement, China could be able to 

increase its exportation which is resulted with huge budget surpluses, mainly because of the 

cheap labor force advantage. On the other hand, abolishment caused serious budget problems 

initially in the US and lately in Greece, and potential candidates; Spain, Italy, Portuguese, 

France and others, are on the list. They are all having budget deficits specifically against to 

China. Budget deficits mostly considered as the basic source of crises. Several governments 
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tried a number of policies (low interest rate, lower currency value policy and some hidden 

barriers to Chinese goods) to reduce their budget deficit.  

These policies can be considered as secret weapons used in the hidden trade war, used against 

to China. But existing budget results clearly indicates that they could not succeeded. They 

could only reduce the deficits and ease the crises. Unbalanced trade between China and other 

nations cannot be maintained for long time that might be a reason for the second wave. 

Besides, to compete with low valued Huan other nations have to lower their own currency 

values which created an  concealed undervalued currency war that destructs the nature of 

trade and reduces the confidence to financial markets. Such trade environment obviously is a 

risk factor for the second wave of crisis.    

Parties, especially China and US, are trying to keep away from the such complicated and 

difficult problems. They are trying to keep the existing balance that is actually an unbalanced 

balance. But it seems the dispute is inevitable; because the of trade deficits, war on interest 

rates, abnormalities in currency valuations, in risk assessments threatening almost every 

economy and each government sooner or later would have to respond them. Potential 

response would resulted with trade wars; possibly suspension of WTO agreement, hidden 

barriers (may be already exists), visible barriers to international trade, more retaliations to 

existing monetary policies etc..  

 5. Proposition for existing and potential crises  

There is almost a unanimous agreement about two reasons of crisis; “budget deficits” and 

“deficiencies in banking systems” in addition to these, we suggest that “freeing of 

international trade by WTO agreement without monetary bases”, “intentional and 

unintentional disinformation activities in the financial arena”, and “markets’ and central 

banks’ ignorance of basic rules (PPP, fisher effect) were some other potential reasons for 

crisis. We believe that; the crisis was a global, consequently solution should be a global too. 

Local and unsynchronized solutions would be inadequate for the global crisis or can influence 

limited areas.  

A unilateral agreement with the WTO members (specifically between US and China), which 

regulates the trade issues would balance budget indifferences up to a degree. Monetary issues 

could be regulated by an similar agreement that could be named Bretton-Woods The Second 

(or anything else) that would regulate such issues like; interest rates or undervalued currencies 
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on the basis of basic rules. To reach an agreement in such issues would be very difficult, 

because it might require further arrangements in price levels, salaries, working conditions etc.. 

Especially China and some other East Asian countries would oppose or would have 

difficulties in adopting such an agreement. Indeed, success of such an attempt would resolve 

the hidden trade wars or otherwise it would bring the trade wars into the light.  

Disinformation whether intentionally or not distracts the health of all the markets. it is threat 

for small firms, large ones, individual nations and even for global trade. Because the health of 

decisions relays on the health of information. The main problem with the health of 

information is that (mostly) information providers are not directly responsible from their 

activities, or they do not face with bad affects of their products. Setting of a guaranteed 

information system, where the information providers gives guarantee about their products 

(inf) would be a solution. In such system; information providers (accountants, auditors, 

analysts, central bank or government spokesmen) would compensate the loses of information 

users because of false or misinformation.   

In addition to this, financial reports usually includes carefully selected round words which do 

not explicitly explains the financial situation of the organization. With these round words, 

information producers could camouflage or hide certain threats, risks or facts and usually they 

are. A requirement, listing of explicit explanations of the risks, in financial reports would 

reduce such deficiencies. Furthermore, harmonization of accounting and financial reporting 

standards would reduce the risk of misunderstandings and misinterpretations.    

Finally, unemployment is may be one of the most serious problem which is very difficult to 

solve. Unemployment benefits and some temporary solutions eased the problem in the 

developed countries. However, unemployment is already a big and growing problem in the 

developing countries. Solutions like investing in infrastructure are the temporary solutions, 

when the project is completed employees would be unemployed again. Other tactics like 

lower interest rate or undervalued currency policies could help to transfer certain amount job 

to related country which might cause unemployment in the previous country that means in 

total there is no change in unemployment.  

 6. Risk of second wave?  

A few months after the global crises, majority of the academicians businessmen and 

statesmen declared that there would be V shaped (fast ) recovery in the global economy as if 
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there was a consensus. Their main suggestion was that the global crises occurred because of 

pessimistic psychology in the market place, in spite of strong economical basis. For them 

global crises, was a routine correction, must be faced with, and the recovery should have to be 

as fast as crises. But the time has proven that their suggestions did not come about.   

August 2009 Roubini (2009) again warned about the double-dip recession (W). He suggested 

recovery is not soon, and even there is a recovery it would be (U shaped) in the long term. In 

this writing he pointed out some critical issues like unemployment problem has not been 

solved. He also criticized the liquid pumping policies by saying “this is a crisis of solvency, 

not just liquidity” Another issues mentioned in the article were; countries running current 

account deficits, financial system, weak profitability and large fiscal deficits.  

In addition to these issues we suggest that lack of positive investment climate, Negligence of 

the basic rules (especially low interest rates), purposely weakened currencies, and Lack of 

Healthy financial information still remains as potential risk creating factors that could be 

reasons for the second wave of global crises.  

 Conclusion and Suggestions  

In this study we tried to analyze the risks and potential threats for the second wave of global 

crisis and criticize the policies driven for them. It is believed that potential risk factors which 

caused the crisis are not diminished and they stay as threat for the global economy and trade. 

Deteriorated trade balance in between china and other nations, specifically USA, has not been 

balanced, which caused and still causing budgets deficits. Budget deficit considered as a 

reason for crisis, in contradiction to this budget deficits are considered as a solution for crisis. 

Budget deficits are tried to be solved by undervalued currency policies by which completely 

or partially ignoring basic rules (PPP fisher effect theory etc.). Negligence of basic rules in 

international currency markets reduces the confidence to currencies, especially reserve 

currency US dollars, but the problem with that are; there is no substitute reserve currency for 

dollars and there is a need for reserve currency to be used for trading and savings. 

Undervalued currency policy is supported by zero base interest rate policies which distracts 

the nature of the investment climate and trade: one side there is too much liquidation cannot 

find any investment opportunity, on the other side there is a short of liquidation. As a result of 

these policies gold prices gone up to record levels and expected to go further, if there is no 

radical changes in these policies.   
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Cheap Chinese labor force critically attracts the investing society on the behalf china, against 

to other nations, which is causing unemployment problem that is reducing the purchasing 

power of the workers in exporting countries. Unemployment could be serious in the near 

future, because existing solutions for it are temporal solutions assuming that the crisis will end 

by itself and everything will be fine afterwards. Besides, unemployment could create 

additional social problems in the nations, if not solved in time.  

Trade surplus of China, the value of Huan and cheap Chinese labor force could crate serious 

disputes in between china and other nations, specifically USA, in the future.  

Health of information became a serious problem after the accounting scandals in the US. 

Several regulations, including act of SOX, could not ensure the health of financial 

information, for instance, dependent and independent bodies are fail to warn the collapse of 

Lehman Brothers. In deed there is no serious unanimous effort to regulate and harmonize the 

accounting profession rules.    

Furthermore, financial ammunitions (low interest rates, undervalued currencies, pumping 

liquidation etc.) are widely used by the nation. In the case of second wave these financial 

weapons may not work because the markets might have immunity against to them. 
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